Abstract-- In WSN, the main purpose of regression is to locate the nodes by prediction on the basis of readings. This article explains the concept of regression according to WSN perspective and on the basic of these concepts the clustering of nodes through multi-linear regression originates by combining the ideas of locating the nodes through regression and how to utilize nodes parameters in multilinear regression formula.

1. INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) usually contains thousands of devices called sensors capable of computing data, sensing data, transmitting data or communicating with other sensors. These sensor nodes capabilities are increasing day by day. A sensor node consists of four basic components i.e. power unit, sensing unit, a computational unit with some memory and transmitting unit [1]. The basic function of the sensor nodes is to collect signals from their surroundings of any physical phenomenon like temperature, pressure, humidity, noise levels, and movement of physical objects in an environment and sends their observations to their base stations normally sink to convert these observations to valuable information.

In WSNs, where sensor nodes are responsible to react on physical phenomenon happening in the network and send their readings to the sink or to the base station. Several clustering protocols are presented earlier to manage nodes in a group on the basis of their locations in the field and main reason behind is to save energy of nodes from transmitting or receiving redundant data to the sink [2].

2. REGRESSION

This section summarize concept of regression related to WSN field in which various protocols and schemes are discussed. In WSN, the main purpose of regression is to locate the nodes by prediction on the basis of readings this section clear the concept of regression according to WSN perspective and on the basic of these concepts the clustering of nodes through multi-linear regression originates.
by combing the ideas of locating the nodes through regression and how to utilize nodes parameters in multilinear regression formula is explained.

2.1. BASIC CONCEPT

Regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among variables. Regression technique is basically used for predicting data in neural networks and machine learning fields for instance, in deep neural networks regression helps to reduce over fit data by using a technique called dropout [3] in which complex and larger network is mapped into smaller sub-sections exploring its hidden layers to reduce data. But in WSNs, this highly effective technique usage is at a medium level.

Regression is the measure of the relation between the mean value of one variable (e.g., output) and corresponding values of other variables (e.g., time and cost). Regression analysis includes many techniques for modeling and analyzing trend between a dependent variable and independent variable such as Linear Regression, Multi-linear regression, OLS (ordinary least square) Regression, Ridge Regression, LASSO (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) Regression. In linear regression, we try to build a relationship between two variables using a straight line. We can say that regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among variables and return to a former or less developed state of those variables.

2.2. Localization of sensor nodes via regression

In order to locate nodes in the field, traditional method involves RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication) localization but the degree of inaccuracy made it difficult to fit in WSN environment. RSSI localization technique uses radio frequency signals (RF) of the sensor nodes to show their location across the field but exact location cannot be obtained due to the presence of noise which can distort signals. By using regression along with RSSI we can overcome accuracy problem effectively. Nodes whose geographical location are known, we can access the distance of these nodes by RF signal and then calculate location of these nodes by RSSI technique and map them on the field while the nodes whose location are not known or the RF signals are too weak we estimate their unknown nodes location using regression line which is the basic concept of regression. The purpose of efficient Wireless sensor networks is to inference environment accurately by using limited capabilities such as power and bandwidth. In [4] it is explained how to involve regression in WSN by using nodes readings. In this work, the author uses regression for field estimation instead of early Gaussian field method to divide the space which can be used in various WSN applications.
The sensors are deployed on the plane surface and these sensors form a topology based on point to point communication and sense information around its surroundings such as temperature and then stores them at a central point or node they called this node as local kernel point and after all nodes saves their readings at their local kernel points the regression line is applied on the nodes and retrieve that information. This work is not so efficient because they are not mentioning a detailed way to form a topology and communication is only happening between neighbors not the whole group also they use only sensor coordinates information for localization while our proposed technique includes sensors readings along with the sensor coordinates for the formation of groups [5]. Location based consumer applications like Global positioning system in mobiles [8] open a new way to tackle energy efficiency problems in WSN. In this paper, the author introduces a new scheme called "LiReCoFuL" [15] to locate nodes using regression.

Nodes which are present in the network and their locations are already known are divided into three type of categories active nodes which are sensing and processing data, anchor nodes which are not in the sleep state yet and also not doing any work and last target nodes which can be in sleep or awake state but their locations are not yet determined so, the scheme works in a way that sensor nodes are scattered in a house at different locations on the floor and the nodes which are active nodes they are not bothered to take part in locating the target nodes but the anchor nodes are nominated to take part in locating the target nodes. Linear regression function takes target nodes as a dependent variable and anchor nodes as independent variables so with the help of previous data communication history the linear regression function predicts the location of dependent variables on the basis of statics analysis of anchor nodes. The energy level of active nodes didn’t decrease abnormally because they are not using their energy to take part in regression. The main drawback of this work is that if target nodes are predicted on the basis of all nodes except anchor nodes then the precision will be high also, only anchor nodes utilize more energy than other nodes so this methodology is more resource hunger then previous localizing techniques like Bayesian estimators [7] or maximum likelihood estimators [20] but regression is not involved in them [15]. In a dense wireless sensor network where nodes are close enough to send similar sensed data to their sinks can be highly cost-effective in terms of energy efficiency. So, this highly correlated data can be reduced to save data transmission and increase network lifetime. In this paper, the author exploits two types of correlation spatial and temporal correlation between sensor nodes, spatial correlation focuses on the location of the nodes such as the ones who are close to each other normally sends same type of readings to sink while in temporal correlation we adjust the time frame and notices the readings of
the nodes and on the basis of historic data of nodes from time to time we can predict the future readings to come and reduce data transmission [9]. In this paper, a method was proposed to reduce data communication using linear regression as it is considered to be the major reason behind the energy efficiency crises of the WSN. Two modes of nodes were introduced for the sensor nodes, periodically sampling mode and the compressed sampling mode if one node in a group is in periodical sample mode it means all other nodes are in the other mode and can’t stores information but the node which is in the first mode starts sensing the information stores its reading for some time and then change its mode and give opportunity to other node in a group so after all nodes stored the sensed information, an algorithm is introduced to predict the future readings of the nodes using regression model and save energy of the nodes by keeping them in sleep state more frequently. This paper detailed the concept of correlation and we will apply spatial correlation in duty-cycling to reduce the number of transmissions [16].

3. ANALYSIS OF RELATED WORK

3.1. Linear Regression

Linear regression uses only one independent variable and only one dependent variable and by using independent variable values in the linear regression formula we can predict the dependent values [14]. This paper presents an algorithm which uses linear regression to divide nodes on the basis of their geographical location iteration-wise and made clusters of that nodes then again did linear regression in the sub-clusters and made even smaller and better clusters until a delta criteria meets. First, the nodes which are present in an area, the location of nodes are pre-determined in the form of their x and y-coordinates and then put these coordinates’ values in the linear regression formula to draw a regression line which crosses between the nodes. This line shows the shortest best possible line which tells the shortest distance across all nodes in the network.

Nodes are being divided in a way that if the node is on the upper side of regression line then it is in upper cluster otherwise in the lower cluster then from both upper and lower group similarity index between the two clusters is measured. In similarity index, the nodes in a specific group measure their distance with its centre of that group and calculate its mean similarly the 2nd cluster also measure its mean values with respect to its centre after that variance formula is applied in which these mean calculations are added and then divided by the distance between centres of clusters. Similarity index of the clusters shows that in which extend the nodes variate its position with respect to its centre if the nodes are sparsely placed then the index value will be higher and vice
versa. After that step, these two clusters again undergo in a regression process and are further subdivided into two more sub-clusters on the basis of their location at this stage, there are four sub-clusters the two newly formed sub-clusters again goes under the process of similarity index. Now the similarity index of this iteration and the first iteration is compared if by subtraction the answer didn’t show zero or negative then again regression face is repeated in these sub-clusters to further subdivide the nodes and after n iterations the answer comes zero the regression process is halted and groups are made of nodes which are associated with each cluster at that time.
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Figure 1: Linear regression showing best possible line on the basis of nodes [12].

This paper proves to be the base groundwork for my work I choose different standards such as type of regression and other criteria but the basic idea of group formulation is similar in a way. After clusters formation, the author compares the clusters made with regression with benchmark methods like k-mean clustering [6] and hierarchical clustering method [13] and the results were far better than these previous techniques [12].

### 3.2. Multiple Linear Regressions

Multiple linear regressions create the relationship between one dependent variable and two or more independent variables through which dependent variable can be predicted. Simple linear regression can easily be used to reduce data communication overhead by reducing the number to transmissions because we can predict them but too much effort is not applied to check the accuracy of the prediction. This work was different from others because they exploit the multivariate correlation between different readings of the same node on the basis of time difference. Each sensor node can have multiple sensors like light, humidity or temperature values to be sensed by the same node in the network, sensor nodes stores the fixed number of readings of different sensors until they reach a
certain threshold, the author appoints each sensor a different variable e.g. light sensor readings of one node will be saved in one variable from time to time similarly temperature and humidity level is also stored because multi-linear regression can take more independent variables we can add number of sensors to the list then the sensor node calculates $\beta$ and $\alpha$ values of each variable in this case 3 variables are considered which means 3 different types of sensors on same node is considered by the author and broadcast it to neighboring nodes, if neighbor nodes have the same $\beta$ and $\alpha$ values then only one node will send to sink because same values means that different nodes measure same measurements and by stop sending repeated $\alpha$ and $\beta$ values to the sink means that we use multivariate correlation to send fewer data and efficiency is increased. This paper makes it possible to learn how we can use node values in multi-linear regression function and integrate into my work and it helps a lot to clear the multi-linear regression concept [11].

3.3. LASSO Regression

Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator is the most advanced form of regression in which data prediction is more accurate and it originates from the least square regression instead of choosing all the variables and predict the data, LASSO accepts multiple independent variables for its function and shrunk some of them to zero resulting in less independent variables that are used to predict dependent variables.

In this paper the author first maintains communities of the nodes based on the similar reading such that the nodes which send similar readings to the sink will form themselves into community structure and then restrict fewer nodes to send data while other remains in the sleep state. Lasso regression is done on the sink when nodes send more than one types of measurements such as temperature, pressure or humidity level to the sink Lasso regression helps to aggregate the data to compress and send to the base station for maximum energy efficiency. Moreover, paper present device management technique in which if one node goes dead before sending its value to sink then data from its neighboring nodes can be predicted by regression [10].

4. CONCLUSION

Regression analysis is a statistical process for estimating the relationships among variables. This paper introduced the concept of regression into WSN. It provided the analysis of related work and how to use node values in multi-linear regression. As a future work we aim to use data aggregation to form the cluster and identify neighbours [17]. We also aim to use the multi-linear regression to measure the Selection Factor (SF) in relay based networks [18] and [19].
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